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Corporate Mission Statement:
Innovative Group was founded on the vision of revolutionizing and evolving
event, sports, and experience marketing.
Since our inception in 2000, Innovative Group has excelled at developing exemplary
interactive and event experiences – with the goal of inspiring alternate behavior
and even life changes in people. Through customized programs designed to
promote and foster relationships, we have grown to become a highly
sought after leader in our field. Whether the intention is to enhance
an entity’s position, a company’s perception, or a brand’s image,
Innovative Group’s passion for achieving effective results has
catapulted the agency to the forefront of event engagement,
and experience marketing.
It is Innovative Group’s mission to offer the finest in
sports, event, and experience marketing solutions.
Through the implementation of best practices, the
latest technologies, and a fierce dedication to quality
customer service, Innovative Group is dedicated to
raising the bar at every opportunity. The team strives
to uphold a vision where customers, clients, vendors,
and relationships of all types result in the delivery
of the very best our organization has to offer.
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TONALITY & PERSONALITY
Modern. Interesting. Fresh. Inviting. Champions of engaging
experiences that create change through the introduction of a
forum or practice that initiates new thinking.
To support our position as creators of engaging experiences,
our visual style must evolve. We must be seen as fearless
innovators, driven to expand our role through cutting edge
technology and quality customer care. Always maintaining
our position as a genuine, trustworthy collaborator, we will
project these personality characteristics at every touch point
with our clients, vendors and any other relationship we
pursue – both consistently and continually.
The brand personality describes the tone and manner of
Innovative Group as a brand, and reflects what Innovative
Group wishes to communicate. This applies to not only
voice and message, but in all interactions the organization
has, whether they be internal or external, customer facing,
and regardless of the intended audience.
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LOGO STANDARDS
Identity/Logo:
The logo should be used in all internal and external, customer facing communications, as
well as by approved and permitted third parties: partner communications, sponsorships,
co-marketing efforts, etc.

logo

Identity/Badge:
The badge should be used in all internal and external, customer facing communications,
in conjunction with the logo or as an individual and stand alone element (considerations:
opaque reduced background element, icon, favicon, etc.). The badge is an extension piece
and associates directly to the corporate mark/logo.

Refer to assets package for correct position of badge in association to logo.

badge

Identity/Logo & Badge Lockup:
The logo and badge may be used together, as a lockup, in all internal and external,
customer facing communications when deemed necessary and appropriate.

lockup (refer to assets package provided by Innovative Group for correct position of badge in association to logo)
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COLORS
Logo and Badge
The Logo and Badge are defined by the following colors and may expand within the color
combinations represented below, as well as monochromatic examples displayed on the
next page.
Note: Vertical and horizontal black divider lines, below, are not part of or related to either the
badge or logo and are only there for element separation and clarification purposes.

PANTONE 8505 C
RGB (61, 84, 106)
HSL (208, 42%, 41%)

PANTONE P 7-8 U
RGB (255, 206, 0)
HSL (48, 100%, 100%)

PANTONE P 179-14 U
RGB (67, 66, 68)
HSL (270, 3%, 27%)
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Monochromatic (black and/or white – with appropriate negative space)

C

1%)

U

00%)
Logo and Badge may be set against solid color backgrounds as stated here:

• P 8505 C (blue) set against P 7-8 U (yellow), or against 100% white
• P 7-8 U (yellow) set against P 8505 C (blue), or against P 179-14 U (gray),
or against 100% black

-14 U

• P 179-14 U (gray) set against P 7-8 U (yellow), or against 100% white

%)

• 100% black set against P 7-8 U (yellow), or against 100% white
• 100% white set against P 8505 C (blue), P 7-8 U (yellow), P 179-14 U
(gray), against 100% black
• P 179-14 U (gray) set against P 7-8 U (yellow), or against 100% white

This color pallet, and the combinations herein, apply to solid tone background colors,
current and future iconography elements, graphs, and approved font family components for
the design and build of work related to, or in part to Innovative Group. Regardless of the
medium, or mediums employed and their usage (traditional, interactive, online, etc.).
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IMPROPER USE OF LOGO & BADGE
Below are some examples of how the badge and logo as a lockup element should NOT be
used. However, the badge and logo do not have to be displayed as a lockup element. Each
may stand alone. If you wish to use the logo and/or badge, whether individually or together,
in a way that is different than that which is described on page 3 & 4 of this guide, it must be
cleared with Innovative Group management.

Any opacity change of badge, although permitted,
should remain with badge being legible at all times.
Even when bleeding off page or out of frame. The
logo and badge should not intersect if legibility is
an issue and cannot be maintained for both.
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TYPOGRAPHY
Just as with our logo, we must maintain a consistent use
of our corporate typefaces – Gill Sans tm, the Bold face
being the inspiration for Innovative Group’s brand identity
logo and badge, as well as Robototm, which is a Google font
and cross-platform format providing richer linguistic support
through a widely expanded character set.
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TYPE FACE – Print & Online
Primary Typeface – Roboto

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 =~!@#$%^&*()+[]\{}|:;’:”<>?,./
Roboto is to be used for headlines, sub-headlines, text and copy. Short headlines or labels
can be all caps, otherwise headlines and sub-headlines should be sentence case. Roboto is
a Google font with 12 available faces, all displayed below.
Due to legibility issues, avoid the use of Roboto Thin and Roboto Thin Italic font styles in
all manner of execution. This is reinforced by the two font styles being crossed out below.

Roboto Thin				Roboto Medium
Roboto Thin Italic				Roboto Medium Italic
Roboto Light 				
Roboto Bold
Roboto Light Italic			
Roboto Bold Italic
Roboto Regular 				
Roboto Black
Roboto Italic				Roboto Black Italic

Secondary Typeface – Gill Sans

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 =~!@#$%^&*()+[]\{}|:;’:”<>?,./
Gill Sans Bold or Regular should be used primarily as an accent font. For instance, when
highlighting the “i” and “g” in the URL as typed out and viewed. Such as the use of Gill Sans
Regular (the heavier font) in conjunction with Roboto Light Regular presented here...

innovativegroup.agency
Gill Sans Bold and Gill Sans Regular font styles are the only styles approved for internal
and external use at this time. Avoid using other font weights unless otherwise noted
by Innovative Group management. Avoid using numerals smaller than 8pt size.
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(Always use your best discretion, and follow specific industry standards in regards to
legibility practices when placing type in a medium.)

Typography: Using Roboto
When using Roboto in print, auto or metric kerning is recommended.
Please adhere to the following guidelines for tracking at different font sizes. Kerning and
leading are to be legible and purposeful in their execution, as well. However determined by
the medium, design and/or layout.
Note: Some Roboto type faces may react differently when applied tracking, kerning and
leading. So best practices and discretion should be used when applying these values to
any Roboto type face. Regardless of whether it is used in a headline, sub-headline, body
copy, or tag.
6 point: tracked +20
When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.

7 point: tracked +20
When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.

8 point: tracked +10

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.

9 point: tracked +10

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.

10 point: tracked 0

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.

11 point: tracked 0

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.

12 point: tracked 0
When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.
14 point: tracked 0

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.
16 point: tracked 0

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.
18 point: tracked 0

When using Roboto, please follow these guidelines for tracking.
24, 30, 36 and up incremental point sizes: tracked 0
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IMAGERY & BACKGROUNDS
Logo & Badge, Headlines, Sub-Headlines, and Copy related to images and backgrounds
Examples here are not for purposes of correct font size, or ratio of font sizes in relation to
elements, or placement of any elements in respect to one another. Design and medium,
with regards to these examples and best judgement, will dictate those decisions.
Numbered example layouts, shared on the following three pages, coincide with the
corresponding number example explanation beneath each example layout. Layouts may
exhibit elements and/or formats that can be mixed and matched for better design results
and practices, based upon construct and layout design, as well as medium format and
size. With proper consideration regarding legibility of copy and use of all Innovative Group
proprietary elements. Be sure to always adhere to legal policies in respect to third party
image usage and image copyright.
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Example 1:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.
Consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut cursus nisl non nisi.
Pretium scelerisque. Suspendisse nisi lectus, dapibus finibus ornare vel,
malesuada consequat lacus. Sed fermentum justo vitae nisi hendrerit,
in consequat quam molestie. Vivamus sapien sem, consectetur eget
gravida ut, tincidunt eu libero. Duis vel lectus vulputate, convallis mauris
lobortis, venenatis felis.
Maecenas tincidunt imperdiet aliquet. Sed et malesuada ex, eu iaculis libero. Vivamus nec erat vitae elit molestie suscipit. Sed eget magna augue. Vivamus ultricies libero risus, vitae facilisis mi tincidunt vel.
Phasellus gravida, orci eget.

Example 1: Elements against full image background – Staying within the previously stated
guidelines of the logo & badge (pg. 4 & 5), always position reversed out/white Headline, Sub-Headline,
and/or Copy against dark contrast space on background image, or manipulate image to increase
contrast. Elements should not obstruct brand or peoples’ faces unless conceptually inspired.
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Example 2:

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT AMET
Consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut cursus nisl non nisi

Pretium scelerisque. Suspendisse nisi lectus, dapibus finibus ornare vel, malesuada
consequat lacus. Sed fermentum justo vitae nisi hendrerit, in consequat quam molestie.
Vivamus sapien sem, consectetur eget gravida ut, tincidunt eu libero. Duis vel lectus
vulputate, convallis mauris lobortis, venenatis felis.
Maecenas tincidunt imperdiet aliquet. Sed et malesuada ex, eu iaculis libero. Vivamus
nec erat vitae elit molestie suscipit. Sed eget magna augue. Vivamus ultricies libero
risus, vitae facilisis mi tincidunt vel. Phasellus gravida, orci eget.

Example 2: Elements against partial image with solid color background – Staying within
the previously stated guidelines of the logo & badge (pg. 4 & 5), always position reversed
out/white Headline, Sub-Headline, Copy against dark contrast space on background image,
or manipulate image to increase contrast. Elements should not obstruct brand or peoples’
faces unless conceptually inspired. When incorporating standards yellow hue background,
you may use directional arrow element (pointing up, left, right or down). Arrow must adjoin
with background color block as one elements, and direct viewer appropriately. Headline,
Sub-Headline, Copy must be 100% black or standards gray hue color when against standards
yellow color background.
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Example 3:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet.
Consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut cursus nisl non nisi.

Pretium scelerisque. Suspendisse nisi lectus, dapibus finibus ornare vel, malesuada consequat
lacus. Sed fermentum justo vitae nisi hendrerit, in consequat quam molestie. Vivamus sapien
sem, consectetur eget gravida ut, tincidunt eu libero. Duis vel lectus vulputate, convallis mauris
lobortis, venenatis felis.
Maecenas tincidunt imperdiet aliquet. Sed et malesuada ex, eu iaculis libero. Vivamus nec erat
vitae elit molestie suscipit. Sed eget magna augue. Vivamus ultricies libero risus, vitae facilisis
mi tincidunt vel. Phasellus gravida, orci eget.

Example 3: Elements against partial image with opaque color background – Staying within
the previously stated guidelines of the logo & badge (pg. 4 & 5), always position colored type
(standards blue, gold, gray, or black hue) Headline, Sub-Headline, Copy against light contrast
space on background image, or manipulate image to decrease contrast. Reversed out/white
text is to be applied against standards blue opaque hue background, while standards black,
blue or gray hue text is to be applied against standards yellow opaque hue background –
whether using full bleed or not (shown here). When incorporating arrow element (shown in
previous example) it must be at same opacity as background. Opacity should be no less than
75% to maintain text legibility against background.
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Example 4:

LOREM IPSUM DOLOR SIT

CONSECTETUR ADIPISCING ELIT. UT CURSUS NISL NON

Pretium scelerisque. Suspendisse nisi lectus, dapibus finibus ornare vel, malesuada consequat
lacus. Sed fermentum justo vitae nisi hendrerit, in consequat quam molestie. Vivamus sapien sem,
consectetur eget gravida ut, tincidunt eu libero. Duis vel lectus vulputate, convallis mauris lobortis,
venenatis felis.
Maecenas tincidunt imperdiet aliquet. Sed et malesuada ex, eu iaculis libero. Vivamus nec erat
vitae elit molestie suscipit. Sed eget magna augue. Vivamus ultricies libero risus, vitae facilisis mi
tincidunt vel. Phasellus gravida, orci eget.

Example 4: Elements against partial image with solid color background – Staying within
the previously stated guidelines of the logo & badge (pg. 4 & 5), always position reversed out/
white Headline, Sub-Headline, Copy against dark contrast space on background image, or
manipulate image to decrease contrast. Elements should not obstruct brand or peoples’ faces
unless conceptually inspired. When incorporating standards blue hue background, you may
use directional arrow element off set or center (pointing up, left, right or down – as shown).
Arrow must adjoin with background color block and direct viewer appropriately. Headline,
Sub-Headline, Copy must be standards yellow hue, or reversed out/white when against
standards blue hue background.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
All, or any, of the assets detailed within this document can be
made available by contacting Innovative Group directly.
All use of Innovative Group proprietary assets must be sent for
approval to: hi@innovativegroup.agency unless otherwise
advised by a representative of Innovative Group.
Questions? E-mail: hi@innovativegroup.agency or contact the
representative related to the project/effort being undertaken
at that time.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
Use these best practices, and best judgement, when it
comes to the implementation of Innovative Group logos,
badges, fonts (their various faces), and colors, whether
together, or as stand alone elements. Consider proper
kerning and leading, positioning and placement, legibility
and clarity of each.
The guide put forth within this document is intended for
the proper use of these elements in conjunction with one
another, and in relation to the mediums being utilized.
However, there may be times where new uses and mediums
are considered, or even necessary. Therefore, it is required
that approval and confirmation be granted by Innovative
Group management as to what those new elements look
like, and iconography components reflect, as well as how
layout structures appear in relation to these latest brand
guidelines and standards.
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